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Coolgate Ultimate
Performance Copper Tube

120mm Radiator

$59.95
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Short Description

The ultimate radiator has just entered the market and the new brand in to get to know is Coolgate! This new line of radiators is a
very end end offering featuring the use of tubes with 90% copper instead of brass tubes to achieve best cooling
efficiency. The Coolgate radiator series features the ultimate cooling performance. Committed to improve the
ultimate performance of the heat exchanger to meet the needs of the water cooling community.

Description

The ultimate radiator has just entered the market and the new brand in to get to know is Coolgate! This new line of radiators is a
very end end offering featuring the use of tubes with 90% copper instead of brass tubes to achieve best cooling
efficiency. The Coolgate radiator series features the ultimate cooling performance. Committed to improve the
ultimate performance of the heat exchanger to meet the needs of the water cooling community.

Features

PERFECT HEAT TRANSMISSION
Optimal FPI (fins per inch) is designed for low speed fans to guarantee silent operation
GREEN ENERGY
Protect environment by using RoHS compliant components, recycled materials and lead-free production
EASE OF USE
4 G1/4� threads and UNC 6-32 screw threads allow multiple and flexible installations and configurations
HIGH FLOW OPTIMIZED
Triple parallel rows minimize water resistance and achieve optimal cooling performance
THREE YEARS WARRANTY
Based on long-standing professional research, development and production we provide full 3 years warranty on
Coolgate heat exchangers

Specifications

Specifications:

Tubes with 90% copper
Tubes Triple Row 13mm x2mm
Material: Copper Fins, Brass Chambers
7 FPI (Fins per inch)
4 x G 1/4 Threads
Weight: 750g
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Liquid Volume: 200 ml
Pressure Tested: 1.5 Bar
Dimensions: 169.6 x 124 x 60mm
6-32 UNC threads on both sides for push pull with 120mm fans

Delivery:

4 pcs 1/4" in- and outlets
1/4" filling port on bottom cap
Color carton and silicon pads
3 pcs black brass plugs.
2 set UNC6-32 screws each 30mm and 5mm long

Additional Information

Brand Coolgate

SKU CG-120

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Radiator Size 120 (1 x 120mm)

Radiator Thickness 60mm

Vendor SKU/EAN 4260242980010

Internet Reviews
Reviews:
 
 Skinnee Labs

http://skinneelabs.com/coolgate-360/

